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Since first being described by Edward Newman in 
1838, the earwigfly, Merope tuber, has been some-
what of an enigma to American entomologists. It 
was rarely collected for some time since its discov-
ery, and only single specimen records existed when 
serendipity would allow for one to be observed at 
a glowing lantern or under an overturned stone. 
Early accounts of this peculiar insect would often 
liken its appearance and behavior to a scuttling 
roach, transparent moth, or winged earwig. It is 
actually a member of the ancient insect order Me-
coptera; its more common relatives known as the 
scorpionflies. The Smokies are home to numerous 
mecopteran species, and these mountainous habi-
tats could be the epicenter of origin for the uniquely 
North American earwigfly. Merope tuber (family Me-
ropeidae) occurs throughout much of eastern North 
America, where it is largely restricted to eastern 
deciduous forests with an intermittent stream or 
water source nearby. There is only one other known 
member of the family Meropeidae, and to find it 
one must travel to western portions of Australia. 
 The name “tuber” is derived from the distinct 
lobe, or jugum, located at the base of the forewings 
along the hind margin. The undersides of the juga 
are serrated and rubbed against a serrated thorax 
to allow the earwigfly to stridulate, or produce 
sound. Stridulation typically occurs as a defense 
behavior when disturbed, but also could be used 
to communicate with the opposite sex or in the 
spacing of individuals occurring in aggregations. 
Male earwigflies are known for having large 
clasper-like genitalia, resembling the cerci of an 
earwig. The earwigfly’s overall flattened appear-
ance suggests that they are geophilic (earth-loving), 
and probably spend much of their time close to 
the ground hiding in various cracks and crevices. 
 Collection samples taken by Gary Steck and Bruce 
Sutton (Florida State Collection of Arthropods) for 
the ATBI have generated several new GSMNP in-
sect records, but it was the discovery of a single 
male earwigfly that caught our attention. Nearly 20 
individuals have since been pulled from summer 
(June-September) Malaise trap samples from sites 

Earwigflies in the Great Smokies
James C. Dunford, Louis A. Somma, and David Serrano

at Twin Creeks, Cades Cove, and Purchase Knob, 
in 2003 and 2004. Charles Parker (United States 
Geological Survey) provided several additional ear-
wigfly records associated with specimens collected 
between 1999-2002 from GSMNP, many of which 
were taken at Twin Creeks. There have been only a 
few sites reported in the literature where individu-
als have been taken in high numbers, however M. 
tuber is no longer considered as rare as it was in 
the past, due in large part to on-going biodiver-
sity surveys and better insect trapping/collecting 
methods (i.e., light, pitfall, Malaise traps). GSMNP 
records have generated interest for compiling a 
more complete distribution of M. tuber in North 
America; thus we are preparing a review paper 
which will include literature records as well as nu-
merous unrecorded museum and personal records.
 We have found that earwigflies taken at GSMNP 
are on the average larger in size and darker in color 
than the typically smaller and paler forms found in 
other parts of eastern North America. The earwig-
fly’s presence in the Park is not a mystery; however, 
its life history is. While other related mecopteran 
larvae are caterpillar-like in appearance, the ear-
wigfly larva is entirely unknown. Considered by 
some the “holy grail” of immature insect forms, 
many entomologists believe it could provide sig-
nificant insight into the evolutionary relationships 
of advanced holometabolous insects (those with 
complete metamorphosis). Other mecopteran rela-
tives are known to occur on the surface of the soil 
in leaf litter as larvae; perhaps the earwigfly larva 
exists somewhere in between that niche and the 
water sources that are often associated with adult 
collection records---just waiting to be discovered 
this year at GSMNP.

James C. Dunford, dunford@ufl.edu; 
Louis A. Somma, las@zoo.ufl.edu; 
and David Serrano, dserrano@ufl.edu
Research Associates, Florida State Collection of 
Arthropods
Ph.D. Candidates, University of Florida

Merope tuber, male.
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Close-up of jugum on 
hind margin of  forewing.
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Merope tuber, female.

SEM of serrations on jugum.
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Scanning Electron Micrograph
(SEM) of serrations on thorax. 
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The President’s Corner: 
Biodiversity as a Focus of Conservation

Peter S. White
It was not so long ago that the phrase “biological diversity”, or 
the contraction “biodiversity”, did not exist! The phrase dates 
from 1980 and the contraction from 1986. But their definition 
and increasing use tells an interesting story and one that 
instructs us why biodiversity must be better understood, 
and the focus of conservation in the magnificent public trea-
sure that Great Smoky Mountains National Park represents.
 The visionaries who created the Park, starting with the en-
abling legislation in 1926 and culminating in establishment of 
the Park in 1934, were able to set aside a large landscape (2,000 
square kilometers)—big enough that the vastness of the road-
less areas is awe inspiring. In so doing, they also set aside an 
area that was a large enough habitat, with the further support 
of surrounding National Forest lands, to meet the require-
ments of ecologically important mammals, such as black bears 
and elk, and maybe even the missing predators, wolves and 
panthers. When I was a student (and before biodiversity was 
a rallying cry), large wilderness areas, as free of human influ-
ence as possible, were the premier conservation goal—and so 
they should remain, though we are fast running out of poten-
tial places. But what has changed and what has been added?
 First, we now know that human influence spreads every-
where—exemplified by air pollution and invasive alien species 
that easily cross our borders. Sadly, the invasives comprise quite 
a list—from chestnut blight to hemlock adelgid to brown trout. 
Second, we know that we are connected to larger scales and 
global phenomena, for example, many of our own songbirds 
spend the winter in the American Tropics. Third, we also know 
that our large wilderness works the way it does because of the 
species it contains: from the grand scale of the black bear to 
the hidden scales of soil organisms. Fourth, the “Goldilocks” 
problem: some species like it hot, some like it cold, and some 
in the middle. There are many more ways species differ than 
just temperature preferences—moisture, chemistry, sunlight, 
biological interactions, and others, and in the end, all species 
are unique. This has the consequence that we must know the 
species in order to know their responses to human-caused 
change. Finally, it is hard to measure that value we call “wil-
derness”; it is easier to assess the actors on that stage—the 
species—as they change in abundance and face extinction.  
 Aldo Leopold wrote that the “first law of intelligent tinker-
ing is to save all the pieces”, and so, protection of the diverse 
assemblage of species themselves has become a goal from 
which we must never retreat, even as we also seek wilderness 
conservation. Reasons are many: we may save species because 
they harbor important chemicals, genes, or abilities that we may 
one day need; we can do this because every living thing—life 
itself—has intrinsic value; or we can save all the pieces because 

they make wilderness work and they provide the insurance 
policy and resilience against future environmental change.
 But there also is feedback from biodiversity to wilderness eco-
system protection. Our ATBI has demonstrated that by knowing 
the species, we add to our ability to defend the Park against 
the threats to wilderness itself—to defend it against air pollu-
tion, invasive species spread, and encroaching development. 
Through our growing knowledge of the diversity of species, 
we sharpen the tools needed for conservation on a large scale. 

Peter S. White
University of North Carolina 
Peter.White@unc.edu

Science Advisory Panel
Dr. Dan Janzen, University of Pennsylvania
Dr. Tom Lovejoy, The Heinz Center
Dr. Ron Pulliam, University of Georgia
Dr. Peter Raven, Missouri Botanical Garden
Dr. Edward O. Wilson, Harvard University

Board of Directors, Officers
Dr. Peter White - Chair, University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill
Dr. David Wagner - Vice-Chair, University of Connecticut
Dr. Patricia B. Cox - Secretary, Tennessee Valley Authority
Mr. David Scanlon - Treasurer, Great Smoky Mountains Association            

Staff
Jeanie Hilten, Administrative Officer
Chuck Cooper, Database Technician
Charles Wilder, Web Technician
Melinda Wilson, Clerical Assistant

Visit the DLIA website to find out more about a variety 
of ATBI projects:

To make a donation: http://www.dlia.org/dlia/funding/join_
advent.shtml

To volunteer: http://www.dlia.org/dlia/join_volunteer.shtml

To see information for ATBI researchers: 
http:// www.dlia.org/atbi/science/index.shtml

For teachers and students: http://www.dlia.org/dlia/education/
index.shtml

To find out about species of the Park: http://www.dlia.org/atbi/
species/index.shtml

We welcome your ideas about how we can improve our online 
communication. To offer suggestions about the Discover Life in 
America website, contact Charles Wilder,Wilder@dlia.org.
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Snorkel Surveys of Great Smoky Mountains National Park Fish
Patrick Rakes

Historical fish collection records from Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park (GSMNP) were first summarized in 1990 by 
Damien Simbeck, then a graduate student at the University of 
Tennessee (UT). This summary, which included a series of 1988-
1990 UT Zoology Department collections, totaled more than 
220 collections. Simbeck’s list of fishes known from the Park, 
comparing currently known occurrences and distributions with 
those from the past, produced a total of 79 species. Virtually all 
of these collections were doubtless made with a seine and/or a 
backpack electroshocker. These longstanding collection tools of 
fisheries biologists have notable limitations, and, in the case of 
shockers, potentially significant impacts on aquatic communities 
or sensitive species. Direct visual surveys of fish populations and 
communities are far less intrusive, with a number of efficiency 
advantages. 

In order to fill geographic data gaps from past samples, snor-
kel surveys were conducted in selected waters of the Park in 
2002-2003 by Conservation Fisheries, Inc. (CFI). Snorkeling was 
employed at all but a few sites to maximize sampling efficiency 
and minimize impacts.

Sixty-seven surveys were devoted to fish community assays 
in 26 streams in GSMNP between 30 April 2002 and 25 October 
2003. Anywhere from one to six sites were sampled in each stream. 
Fifty-one fish species were observed out of 665 total species re-
cords. Many of the observations represented new stream reach or 
upstream species records. Significant finds included previously 
unknown populations of the fantail darter, Etheostoma flabellare, 
and Tennessee dace, Phoxinus tennesseensis, in Hesse Creek and 
Cane Creek. A rare sicklefin redhorse, Moxostoma sp., was ob-
served in Deep Creek.

Allowing for taxonomic changes, the snorkel surveys and 
concurrent collections by UT have now increased the number of 
fish species known from GSMNP to a total of 88. Of these, more 
than 20 were considered extirpated from the Park in 1990, primar-
ily due to the embayment of the lower portion of Abrams Creek 
by Chilhowee Lake, and the 1957 Abrams Creek “reclamation”, 
which was an attempt to create a premier trout fishing stream 
by removing all other fish species and stocking the non-native 
rainbow trout. 

The habitat of many of these species is now inundated; 
however, CFI has been actively working with state and federal 
agencies since 1986 to reintroduce and restore several rare fish 
species to Abrams Creek. There are now reproducing and expand-
ing populations of the federally listed smoky madtom, Noturus 
baileyi, yellowfin madtom, N. flavipinnis, and duskytail darter, 
Etheostoma percnurum, in Abrams Creek, with habitat potentially 
available for the restoration of several more species. With these 
efforts it is hoped that Park streams can once again support a full 
complement of aquatic life.

Patrick Rakes
Conservation Fisheries, Inc.
xenisma@aol.com

Smoky madtom, Noturus baileyi; a species being returned to 
Abrams Creek.
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Duskytail darter, Etheostoma percnurum, in Abrams Creek.
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Parick Rakes snorkeling in Hazel Creek.
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    Kristal and Suzyʼs work added 10 species to Park records, includ-
ing 5 that may be new to science. One species of special interest is 
Bryodelphax sp. This species is only the second from this genus to 
be reported in North America and is likely new to science (the first 
species was found in western Canada and Wyoming). So far, this spe-
cies has only been found on lichens outside the caves of the Cades 
Cove area, and it is possible that it may be limestone dependent.

   Some interesting phenomena were observed 
during the course of these studies.  For example, 
Suzy found a specimen of an immature water 
bear (Macrobiotus tonollii) hatching from its 
egg. From previous collections we know that 
M. tonollii is a predator on other invertebrates, 
including other species of tardigrades, such as 
Minibiotus intermedius. Also, Kristal found a 
diatom in the stomach of Murrayon cf. hastatus 
suggesting that this species may be herbivorous.
 Kristal and Suzy both found an increase in 
the diversity of tardigrades in limestone habitats. 
Thus, Sabaʼs lab study on the ubiquitous aquatic 
tardigrade, Hypsibius dujardini, was to investi-
gate its response to acidification. A 5-minute ex-
posure to pH 3 reduced its activity, whereas a 5-
minute exposure to pH 2.8 caused mortality. Also, 
over a 30-hour period, a pH of 4 caused reduced 

activity. Detrimental effects may be seen at even higher pH levels if ex-
posures occur for longer periods. Since pH levels between 4 and 5 have 
been reported in Park streams, these results suggest that current stream 
acidification levels could be detrimental to Park meiofaunal communities.
 Whatʼs next? Weʼre interested in looking at other unusual wet and 
oozy habitats in the Park, and weʼd like to focus more study on the rich 
limestone areas of Cades Cove. Also, water bears are featured in an 
NSF proposal for a multi-kingdom study of soil organisms, together 
with ATBI researchers Ernie Bernard, Sean OʼConnell, and Rich Baird. 
Finally, stay tuned for the “E-Guide to Water Bears.” Thanks to the 
generosity of Martin Microscopes and the use of their photomicroscopy 
equipment at their headquarters in South Carolina, we are developing a 
computer-based interactive key to the Parkʼs tardigrades, with a photo 
gallery and range maps. (If anyone out there would like to donate a 
research microscope with digital photography capabilities so we can do 
this work on WWCʼs campus, weʼre all ears!). Soon, you too will be 
able to identify some of the Parkʼs tiny, but “better known” denizens.

Water bears (Phylum Tardigrada) are 
microscopic invertebrates often considered among the least 
known animal groups. But, thatʼs no longer true for the water 
bears of the GSMNP! A group of dedicated undergraduate stu-
dents at Warren Wilson College, together with Diane Nelson 
from East Tennessee State University, have opened a pretty 
good size window of understanding on these pint size animals.
 Water bears are known for their abil-
ity to withstand environmental extremes 
by undergoing cryptobiosis, a kind of 
suspended animation. This ability allows 
them to occupy a wide variety of habitats, 
including stream sediments as well as moss 
and lichens that are periodically wet and 
dry. Water bears are important members 
of these understudied “meiofaunal” com-
munities. Some species are herbivorous and 
some are carnivorous, but the natural history 
and ecology of most species are unknown.
 Early estimates suggested that about 70 
species of water bears may be pawing around 
the Parkʼs aquatic and semi-aquatic habitats, 
although only three species were reported 
before the ATBI began. After four years of 
work on water bears for the ATBI, partially 
funded by Discover Life in America, the current species list for the 
Park is 65 and growing, and at least 12 of these species are new to 
science. Based on these findings, a more realistic estimate of the total 
number of water bear species in the Park is probably closer to 100.
 Some of the new species were found by the intrepid tardigrade trio 
from Warren Wilson College - Kristal McKelvey, Saba Alemayehu, 
and Suzy Dobbertin. These three students presented preliminary re-
sults of their work at the most recent ATBI meeting, and their research 
is now complete. Kristalʼs work focused on aquatic samples from the 
geologically unique Cades Cove region (Abrams Creek), while Suzy 
analyzed tardigrade communities in lichens on rocks and compared 
them to previously studied communities in lichens on trees, and 
Saba conducted a lab study on tardigrade response to acidification.

Kristal McKelvey, Saba Alemayehu, and Suzy Dobbertin
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Paul Bartels
Warren Wilson College
pbartels@warren-wilson.edu
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This photo of the hatching Macrobiotus tonollii is 
an automontage of six different images taken at 
different focal points,created in the lab of Ernie 
Bernard at the University of Tennessee.

Paul Bartels
"Little Known" Water Bears?
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There are countless tiny organisms whose behaviors and 
interactions are rarely seen.  With a microscope and a few 
simple techniques, all of us, and especially the general pub-
lic, can see, experience, and enjoy living organisms that are 
microscopic or nearly so.  Small organisms are representa-
tive of the vast species richness yet to be accounted for any-
where and are in part the focus of the ATBI in Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park.  These organisms too often go 
unseen and, regrettably, are little appreciated by the public.  
 Getting acquainted with common yet esoteric organisms can 
be easy, fun, and help foster an emotional connection to biodiver-
sity. In a democratic society where emotional concerns influence 
votes, the success of conservation biology may depend upon 
such an approach. In a letter to Science entitled “Why conserva-
tionists should heed Pokémon” (2002, v. 295:2367), Balmford et 
al. addresses this issue. They report findings of a study where 
children were much better at identifying “species” of Pokémon 
than native species in their own surroundings. It seems that the 
Pokémon industry has succeeded where biologists/teachers have 
failed. The following quote, taken from a report entitled “Teenag-
ers and biodiversity—Worlds apart?” is relevant:  “I don’t think 
that knowledge about nature leads to a greater concern and will-
ingness to act.  It’s not what you know, but what you experience” 
(Verboom et al. 2004, available on-line at www.alterra.wur.nl).
 One technique recently developed for experiential learning 
and of possible use in ATBI education outreach is the mainte-
nance and demonstration of those delightful and frequently 
mentioned miniatures, the water bears. The common water bear, 
Milnesium tardigradum, is easy to maintain for several weeks in an 
active state and will readily take appropriate food when offered. 
Using the method described below, I decided to see if water bears 
would eat rotifers and nematodes as reported in the literature. 
Try as I may, the water bears had no interest in the nematodes 
and rotifers offered to them. On a whim, I offered fresh segments 
cut from the aquatic oligochaete Lumbriculus sp. obtained from 
Carolina Biological Supply Company, and immediately to my 
surprise and delight a bear began to feed. To feed upon a worm 
segment much larger than itself, the water bear, with concen-
trated effort, began by pushing its mouth through the worm’s 
cuticle and external body wall.  It then sucked down coelomic 
fluid and soft tissues from inside the worm. The ingestion of 
food and its accumulation in the gut was easy to see through the 
transparent body wall of the water bear. Using a simple proce-
dure I have since witnessed this feeding behavior many times.
 The procedure, in brief, is as follows: Water bears, with 
bits of moss, lichen and other organisms are extracted with a 
pipette from collected material and transferred to a Petri dish 
containing non-sterile agar. Water bears and other organisms 

should remain active for weeks provided small amounts of 
distilled water are added occasionally to prevent desiccation 
and to maintain a shallow film of water over the agar. Water 
bears walk about atop the agar but are restricted to, and envel-
oped by, a thin film of water over the agar’s surface. The agar 
surface provides good traction for the bears.  As they tramp 
the agar and swing their heads in a searching motion, they 
are reminiscent of large beasts in search of feeding grounds.
 Feeding water bears is easy and a lot of fun.  Simply transfer 
fresh cut segments of Lumbriculus sp. to the vicinity of a water 
bear and observe under a microscope. The tools of basic light 
microscopy, plates of agar, and the organisms are all that is 
needed. Presumably the agar plates with bears inside can be 
allowed to dry out slowly and stored until needed at which time 
water is added and the agar re-hydrates along with the water 
bears. 
 These studies were conducted in my laboratory in Alabama 
and no Park animals were used; Park policy is “do not feed the 
bears”, even the smaller versions. However, specimens for these 
types of experiments can be easily obtained elsewhere. Observing 
the feeding behavior of live animals, such as tardigrades, may 
help students and the general public learn to appreciate even 
the diminutive life forms.   

Paul G. Davison
University of North Alabama
pgdavison@una.edu

Feeding Water Bears:
A Simple Activity to Connect the Public with Microorganisms

Paul G. Davison

A water bear with its head under a fragment of 
Lumbriculus sp.
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Water bear sucking tissues from a segment of Lumbriculus sp.
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Butterfly Attack !
David L. Wagner

Common Gluphisia (Gluphisia septentrionis) (Family Notodontidae) 
ejecting fluid. Courtesy Scott Smedley, Trinity College, Connecticut. 

Fortunately, I had slipped off my T-shirt after a jog up to Cosby Creek 
Campground and slung it over the railing on the back porch at the Cosby 
House before they attacked. A squadron of six red-spotted purples 
(Limenitis arthemis astyanax) spear-headed the sortie. After all was 
said and done, much of the sodium in my T-shirt 
had been sucked from the fabric. 

Many species of Lepidoptera (butterflies 
and moths) “puddle”; a behavior where adults 
congregate on moist soil to collect sodium which 
is an essential element in metabolism, but one 
that is in short supply in plants (the larval diet). 
To circumvent their metabolic deficiency, many 
Lepidoptera gather sodium as adults. Most get this 
element through puddling, but others visit carrion, 
or in the extreme, soil wetted with urine, dung, eye 
secretions, and sweaty DLIA T-shirts.

Interestingly such indelicate behaviors are prac-
ticed principally by males (is anyone surprised?). Females of most 
puddling species get their sodium principally during copulation. In 
addition to sperm, male Lepidoptera transfer amino acids, minerals, 
carbohydrates, and nutrients, as well as defensive chemicals, during 
the process of mating. The transferred substances, which may be more 
than 10% of the entire mass of the male, are frequently bundled into 
a spermatophore. For example, in xylenine winter moths that fly in 
the Park, the spermatophore is so substantial that one can often feel 
which females have mated simply by squeezing down gently on the 

abdomen, and in some cases it can be detected if a female has mated 
more than once. Interestingly, many of the minerals and nutrients in 
the spermatophore ultimately end up in the eggs…the male s̓ parental 
investment.

The Park s̓ most conspicuous puddlers are swallowtails. Large ag-
gregations with dozens, and more rarely, hundreds, of tiger swallowtails 
and smaller numbers of pipevines make for one of the Park s̓ most 
beautiful biological “phenomena.” Puddling swallowtails are com-
monly joined by smaller numbers of blues and brush-foots (including 
the red-spotted purple and anglewing butterflies). Members of the 
spring azure species complex are the most ubiquitous puddlers—small 
aggregations of these blues gather on moist soil along roadsides and 
trails throughout the Park in May and June. 

While it s̓ the butterflies that garner all the 
attention, the champion of puddling is a moth 
that carries out its feats under cover of darkness: 
the common Gluphisia (Gluphisia septentrionis) 
(Family Notodontidae). Males imbibe and process 
up to 50 ml of water a night, and then squirt the 
excess fluids from their abdomens. Great volumes 
of water are discharged, forcibly—some droplets 
are propelled up to 20 body lengths from the rear 
of the body. The volume of water processed is 
staggering; were you to scale up to the size of 
an average human, you would need to drink the 
equivalent of 45,600 liters (2,000 gallons) of water 
in a single evening.

The Lepidoptera TWIG continues to be active in the Great Smoky 
Mountains ATBI. Last year s̓ 2004 blitz yielded the 100th Park but-
terfly—the juniper hairstreak (Callophrys gryneus), a gorgeous green 
butterfly. Its discovery underscores that even relatively well-known 
groups such as butterflies need additional survey.  

Two rare butterflies in the Park database are known only from 
undocumented sight records: the early hairstreak (Erora laeta) and 
the dusky azure (Celastrina nigra). The former is a denizen of beech 
forests; adults are believed to spend much of their time in the high 
forest canopy hence accounting in part for its scarcity. The dusky 
azure is a specialist on goatsbeard (Aruncus dioicus), a plant with 
a limited distribution in the Park. Both butterflies are puddlers—in 
fact, nearly all eastern records of this canopy insect are of adults taken 
while puddling. Curiously, the early hairstreak is one of few butterflies 
where females puddle. The Lep TWIG is offering a bounty for a Park 
voucher (specimen) or photograph of either species: a hard cover copy 
of Caterpillars of Eastern North America: A Guide to Identification 
and Natural History (Princeton University Press). 

David L. Wagner
University of Connecticut
david.wagner@uconn.edu

Red-spotted purples on sweaty DLIA T-shirt. 
Cosby House May 2004.  
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Juniper hairstreak, 
Callophrys gryneus.
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Grant money supplied to DLIA by the Great Smoky Moun-
tains Association and Friends of the Smokies is supporting 
ATBI research for the 2005 season. John Morse, DLIA Board 
member and Science Committee Co-Chair, administers the 
grant program, now in its sixth year. The review panel was 
composed of eight DLIA scientists. Requests totaled $155,888 
for the $52,500 budgeted for this year, so it was particularly 
difficult for reviewers to decide among the many fine propos-
als. Grant summaries may be viewed on the DLIA web site at 
http://www.dlia.org/dlia/grant_program.shtm.

Eighteen proposals were funded out of a total of 38 submit-
ted. Granted research will delve into a variety of life forms in 
the Park, including diatoms, ants, aphids, beetles, moths and 
butterflies, thrips, lichens, flies, pollinators, water mites, and 
tardigrades. Bio-quests for fungi and beetles also were funded. 
One of this year’s educational projects involves teachers and 
students designing and conducting scientific research in the 
Park. Some grants are for continuations of previous and on-
going work, and all are coordinated with the DLIA Science 
Plan (http://www.dlia.org/atbi/scienceplan.shtml). Grant 
recipients will present their results to-date at the December, 
2005 annual meeting of the ATBI, with a final report and geo-
referenced data due by March 1, 2006. They also will send 
voucher specimens of any organisms collected to the Park 
Museum and other authorized collections. 

Individuals and organizations interested in assisting with the 
funding of future ATBI research please contact Steve Bohleber, 
steve@bohleberlaw.com, DLIA Board member and Develop-
ment Committee Chair. 

Congratulations to these scientists for their selection:  

Robert Allen, The Academy of Natural Sciences - “A 
Survey of the Diplura, Microcoryphia, and Thysanura 
(Arthropoda: Insecta) in the Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park”

Richard Baird, Mississippi State University - “Microfungi 
of the American Beech and Fraser Fir Forests in Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park (GSMNP): Litter 
Studies”

Paul Bartels, Warren Wilson College - “Tardigrade Inven-
tory 2005-2006”

Victoria Bayless, Louisiana State University - “Mega Beetle 
Blitz 2005: Two Week Sampling and Identification of 
Coleoptera in Great Smoky Mountains National Park”

Christopher Carlton, Louisiana State University - “Long-
horned and Leaf Beetles from the ATBI Structured 
Sampling and Publication of New Taxa for the Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park”

Colin Favret, University of Illinois - “Completing the Aphid 
Survey of the Park”

Paula Furey, Bowling Green State University - “Taxonomy, 
Ecology, and Distribution of the Diatom Eunotia Ehrenberg 
(Bacillariophyta) in the Great Smoky Mountains National 
Park”

Arturo Goldarazena, Research Institute for Agricultural 
Development, Basque Country, Spain - “The Biodiversity 
of Thysanoptera (Insecta) of the Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park: An Introduction”

 
Andrew Miller, University of Illinois - “Pyreno Pursuit: A 

Bioblitz to Discover the Diversity of Pyrenomycetes (As-
comycota, Fungi) in the Great Smoky Mountains National 
Park”

Matthew Petersen, Iowa State University - “Crane Flies (Dip-
tera: Tipuloidea) of Great Smoky Mountains National 
Park”

Michelle Prysby, Great Smoky Mountains Institute at Tremont - 
“ATBI Teacher Interns at Great Smoky Mountains Institute 
at Tremont”

Nathan Sanders, University of Tennessee - “Ant Diversity in 
Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Part II”

Brian Scholtens, College of Charleston - “Lepidoptera Barcod-
ing 2005”

Ian Smith, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada - “Biodiversity 
of Water Mites (Acari: Hydrachnida)”

Gary Steck and Bruce Sutton, Florida State Collection of 
Arthropods - “Tephritid Flies of Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park”

Gary Steck and Bruce Sutton, Florida State Collection of Ar-
thropods - “Diptera of Great Smoky Mountains National 
Park”

Paul Super, Appalachian Highlands Science Learning Center  
“Pollinators of Selected Flowering Plants of Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park, North Carolina”

Tor Tønsberg, University of Bergen, Norway - “Discover
  Lichens in the GSMNP in 2005”

Grants Awarded for ATBI Research
Jeanie Hilten

The next request for proposals will be issued in 
January 2006. For more information, contact 
John Morse, jmorse@clemson.edu.
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Discover Life in America - All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory
Events Calendar 2005

Discover Life in America coordinates many volunteer projects, 
scientific efforts, and educational programs. To become involved, 
please contact Jeanie Hilten, 865-430-4752 or Jeanie@dlia.org 
and visit our website at 
www.dlia.org.

Saturday, May 7:  ATBI Field Day. Haywood Community College 
and Appalachian Highlands Science Learning Center. 9:00am—5:
00pm. This workshop will demonstrate the many field, lab, and tech-
nical methods used by ATBI scientists. We’ll begin in the morning 
at Haywood Community College near Waynesville, NC and then 
go up to the Learning Center in the Park for the afternoon. Instruc-
tion will be aimed at helping volunteers become familiar with ways 
they can assist researchers in the field and in the lab. To sign up, 
contact Jeanie by May 2.

Thursday, May 19—Wednesday, May 25:  Lepidoptera Bio-
Quest. Scientists will be concentrating on obtaining moth and 
butterfly data from throughout the Park. Trained volunteers can 
assist. Those with experience using light traps, beat sheets for 
caterpillars, or who could help sorting specimens would be es-
pecially welcome. Educational programs are still being planned. 
Contact Brian Scholtens, scholtensb@cofc.edu or David Wagner, 
david.wagner@uconn.edu.

Friday, May 20:  DLIA Board Meeting. Great Smoky Mountains 
Institute at Tremont, Spruce-Fir room.  9:00am—4:30pm.

Saturday, May 21:  Fern Foray. Cataloochee trails. Botanists and 
volunteers continue this fifth year of mapping ferns of the Park. 
These events are lots of fun, with enthusiastic participants and a 
chance to get up close and personal with ferns and other flora of the 
Smokies. Contact Patricia Cox, 865-632-3609 or pbcox@tva.gov.

June 1—15:  Beetle Blitz. Headquartered at the Sugarlands Train-
ing Room. Scientists and volunteers will search the Park’s unique 
habitats at all elevations in this third Coleoptera Bio-Quest. There 
will be educational programs as part of this event. Contact Chris 
Carlton, ccarlt@lsu.edu or Victoria Bayless, vmosele@lsu.edu, 
225-578-1838. 

June Workshops for “Special Habitats of Tennessee” Study. 
This project, aimed at 4-6th grade teachers, is funded by the National 
Geographic Society Education Foundation in partnership with the 
Tennessee Environmental Education Association and the Tennessee 
Geographic Alliance. Dates of the workshops are: East TN, June 
2-3; Middle TN, June 28-29; West TN, June 17-18. Contact Mary 
Ball at 865-471-3254 or mball@cn.edu. 

Sunday, June 12—Saturday, June 18:  Smoky Mountain Science 
Teacher Institute. Great Smoky Mountains Institute at Tremont. 
For more details, visit the Tremont website, www.gsmit.org or call 
865-448-6709.

Thursday, June 2—Sunday, June 5:  Slime Mold Workshop. 
Great Smoky Mountains Institute at Tremont. Sponsored by a grant 
from the Environmental Protection Agency, this weekend program 
with classroom, field, and lab session, will be taught by Steve Ste-
phenson and other ATBI researchers. The workshop is directed 

to educators interested in investigating the fascinating world of 
Eumycetozoans (slime molds) and then using their knowledge to 
involve young people in scientific pursuits. Contact Susan Sachs, 
828-926-6251 or Susan_Sachs@nps.gov. 

Saturday, June 11:  Fern Foray. Appalachian Trail/Sluice 
Gap/Smokemont. Contact Patricia Cox, 865-632-3609 or 
pbcox@tva.gov.   

Friday, July 15—Sunday, July 17:  Fern Foray (tentative). Ap-
palachian Trail/Spence Field, Thunderhead Mountain/Russell Field. 
Contact Patricia Cox, 865-632-3609 or pbcox@tva.gov.

Monday, July 25—Thursday, July 28:  Science Teacher Enrich-
ment - Globe and Smokies Science. This workshop will be held 
in Cherokee, NC. Join GLOBE (a worldwide, hands-on, science 
and education program) trainers and National Park Service staff 
as they delve deep into air, water, and soil monitoring by focusing 
on long-term projects in the Smokies. Teachers will use techniques 
that can be replicated in the schoolyard with students who can then 
compare their data to National Park data via a website hosted by 
Hands on the Land (a network of field classrooms across the U.S.). 
For more information call Susan Sachs at 828-926-6251.  

Saturday, September 10:  Fern Foray. Balsam Mountain area. 
Contact Patricia Cox, 865-632-3609 or pbcox@tva.gov.

Friday, September 16—Sunday, September 18:  Tennessee 
Environmental Education Annual Conference. The meet-
ing will be held at Carson Springs, Newport, TN and the focus 
is “Place Based Education”. For details contact Judy Dulin, 
JudyDulin@Sevier.org.

Friday, October 28—Sunday, October 30:  Fall Naturalist 
Weekend. Great Smoky Mountains Institute at Tremont. Courses 

Red-spotted purple, 
Limenitis arthemis astyanmax 
(photo courtesy of David Wagner).


